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The Basic Numbers

Roughly 2, 000 surveys were sent out to almost all tenants who rent residential property in the

City of Red Wing.
Right now, 6% of the surveys have been returned. ( 123 total surveys returned)

The number of surveys returned was lower than expected. Some experts say that between 5%
30%

and

is typical. Normally, when people feel a strong personal connect to respond, the return is

higher. It is difficult to pinpoint exactly why the response was lower than expected.

Here are things we did to make responding as easy as possible:
Flyers and surveys were mailed directly to the resident' s home.
Survey included a self-addressed, stamped envelope to make sending it back free and easy.
Survey was in Spanish and English to make it more accessible to everyone. ( None so far have been
filled out in Spanish.)

Key Points from the Survey
The majority of respondents ( 64%) liked the idea of a Rental License Program.

The main reason people said they liked the program idea is there are properties in Red Wing that are
not safe or healthy, and property owners should take more responsibility for maintaining them.
Tenants deserve that.

Of the respondents who answered they did not want the program, 92% said they were already
happy with their living situation and their landlord.
The top two reasons people had concerns about the program were ( a) They are afraid their landlord
will raise their rent because of license fees; ( b)

Their apartment is already inspected by state

requirements or some other reason.

One other top issue respondents shared in the survey was their concern about the lack of affordable

housing in Red Wing. This did not pertain specifically to the program, but it was a concern among
each group of respondents.

Summary of Responses
79 out of 123 ( 64%) respondents marked " I like the idea of this program."
25 out of 123 ( 20%) respondents marked " I do not like the idea of this program."

19 out of 123 ( 16%) respondents did not mark either " like" or " do not like."

I like the idea of this program"
79 out of 123 respondents ( 64%)

marked that they like the idea of this program.

Of this group of people, this is the number of respondents who marked as follows:
43 ( 54%)

1 am comfortable calling my landlord with safety issues and problems get fixed in a
timely way."

13 ( 16%)

1 have had some home safety issues, and sometimes problems get fixed but not always in a
timely way."

16 ( 20%) "

When I have safety issues, problems rarely or never get fixed, and not in a timely way."

Percentages don' t always add up to 100% because some respondents left some questions blank.)

Of the 79 people in this group, this is the number of respondents listed this general reason for their
answers. Tenants wrote in an open -answer format and not as multiple choice.
47 ( 59%)

The main reason people listed wanting the program is there are properties in Red Wing
that are not safe or healthy, and property owners should take responsibility for
maintaining them. Tenants deserve that.
Paraphrased from multiple answers with the some general theme.)

Of the 79 people in this group, this is the number of respondents who shared these concerns.
Tenants wrote in an open -answer format and not as multiple choice.

6 Fear of rents being raised due to the license fees

6 Red Wing needs more affordable housing choices

4 Rent is too high in Red Wing
3

Fear of retaliation from landlord —appreciate

3

Pest control is needed as part of the program

3

Black mold should be on the health and safety checklist

2

Lead paint should be on the health and safety checklist

that this program would help

1 People who come fix things ( electrical, plumbing, etc.) should have to be licensed

1 do not like the idea of this program"
25 out of 123 respondents ( 19%)

marked that they do not like the idea of this program.
PA

Of this group of people, this is the number of respondents who marked as follows:
23 ( 92%) "

1 am comfortable calling my landlord with safety issues and problems get fixed in a
timely way."

0 ( 0%) "

1 have had some home safety issues, and sometimes problems get fixed but not always
in a timely way."

0 ( 0%) "

When I have safety issues, problems rarely or never get fixed, and not in a timely way."

Of the 25 people in this group, this is the number of respondents who listed these reasons for their
answers. Tenants wrote in an open -answer format and not as multiple choice.

6 Fear of rents being raised
6 The property they live in is already inspected at least once a year
5

Inspections are an invasion of privacy

3 Program is an example of too much " big government"
2

Program is a waste of government money

1 Red Wing needs more affordable housing choices

Did not answer " like" or "do not like"
19 out of 123 respondents ( 15%)

marked that they do not like the idea of this program.

Of this group of people, this is the number of respondents who marked as follows:
13 ( 68%) "

1 am comfortable calling my landlord with safety issues and problems get fixed in a
timely way."

3 ( 16%) "

1 have had some home safety issues, and sometimes problems get fixed but not always
in a timely way."

0 ( 0%) "

When I have safety issues, problems rarely or never get fixed, and not in a timely way."

Of the 19 people in this group, this is the number of respondents who listed these concerns.
Tenants wrote in an open -answer format and not as multiple choice.

5

Fear of rents being raised

3 The property they live in is already inspected at least once a year
2

Red Wing needs more affordable housing choices

3

